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SUMMARY

\ Pressure distributions in the separated flow region

ahead of forward facing steps and on the step face in super-

sonic turbulent flows obtained at VKI are compared with those

found by previous investigators.-The following geometries were

investigated :

1. Flat plate step models which

(a) spanned the tunnel completely

(b) spanned 75% of the tunnel width.

2. Cone-Cylinder-step models.

3. Axisymmetric internal flow models

(a) nozzles followed by a 900 contraction

(b) ejectors with a 900 contraction of the supersonic

diffuser.

Parameters such as step height, unit Reynolds number

and Mach number were compared. It was intended, in particular,

to relate the axisymmetric results to existing two-dimensional

data.

A general law relating the variation of the step

pressure integral with Mach number was found by analyzing

pressure distributions on the step face,

The influence of flow inclination, Mach number vari-

ation and three-dimensional effects on the characteristic

pressures were discussed0 The flow has been visualized by

schlieren and schadow photographs and by the oil flow tech-

nique.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

A cross-section

CP pressure coefficient

d,D diameter

D =fpdy pressure integral

Fi induced side force

h step height

L model length

M Mach number

p pressure

Re Reynolds number

x coordinate in flow direction

y step coordinate

angle of incidence

o flow angle

S boundary layer thickness

Subscripts

0 - free stream stagnation conditions

1 before interaction

ne nozzle exit

p first peak

s separation

Sthroat section

MM second throat
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1. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of flow separation ahead of forward

facing steps and similar obstacles has been studied experi-

mentally during the past fifteen years mostly in the context

of other types of separation induced by pressure gradients

caused by shock waves, or ramps. (Refs.l,2). In aerodynamic

designs , steps and sudden enlargements of the cross-

section are "Lsually avoided because of the high drag of these

geometries. There are, however, a few cases where a sudden

change of the flow direction and separation cannot be avoided

such as the interaction between the outer flow and the bound-

ary of an underexpanded jet at the exit of a rocket nozzle,

gas or fuel injection into a sapersonic stream (Refs.3,4) or

three-dimensional obstacles at the surface of an aerodynamic

body (Refso5,6). In all those cases, the study of flow separ-

ation ahead of the obstacles becomes indispensable in order

to predict the drag and the side forces caused by the pressure

distribution in the separated flow region.

Other technical applications of a rather sudden

change in cross-section are supersonic diffusers (second

throats) in supersonic wind tunnels and in supersonic diff-

users of ejectors, Here a high contraction angle is often

desired because a long ramp would interfere with the shock

wave pattern of the central flow. The pressure distribution

on the contraction has to be known in order to predict the

efficiency and the pressure recovery of a second throat.

Experiments on second throat diffusers of ejectors

have shown that a sudden contraction of the cross-section

(forward facing step) displays the same improvement in

pressure recovery as a ramp type contraction (Ref.7). Para-

meters like the ramp angle of the second throat, the axial
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location of the ramp and the possible occurence of separation

ahead of the ramp complicate the analysis of the problem. In

the case of a sudden contraction (step) the flow forms its

"Onatural ramp" by the process of separation.

The interest *f the author in this field has lead

to a study of flow separation ahead of forward facing steps

in order to

i coripare axisymmetric internal and external flow

data, particularly in the case of flows over

cavities, with two-dimensional results;

ii explain the scatter of available experimental data

and discuss the experimental difficulties;

iii predict the pressure distribution and the pressure

integral over the step face;

iv visualize and examine the separated flow region;

v find a suitable reattachment criteria for this

particular problem*
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2. REVIEW OF RESULTS OF PREVIOUS INVESTIGATORS

Turbulent flow separation ahead of forward facing

steps and comparable obstacles were studied in the past mainly

on flat plate step models which spanned the wind tunnel or

which had side fences and on similar models with free ends

(about 75% of the available data) (Refs.l,2,8,9,10,11,12).

Other data were obtained on models such as two- and three-

dimensional flow injection into uniform flow (Refs.3,4) and

three-dimensional obstacle on flat plate models (Ref.5)o A

summary of the most important available data is given in Ref.

13. The main features of this type of flow and the essential

phenomena should be briefly summarized here

The wall pressure distribution in the separated flow

region, including the step face, at sufficiently high Reynolds

numbers always shows a similar variation. A Reynolds number

range from Re6 = 310tO,.2.106 have been investigated so far

The wall pressure rises in a steep gradient from the

point where the interaction is felt first up to a first peak

value which is situated at about 50% of the separated length.

The wall pressure then decays towards the step and rises again

reaching about 1.4 times the value of the first peak pressure

in the corner. On the step face towards the outer corner, it

decays agair to a minimum of about 1.2 times the first peak

value between 30 and 40% of the step height and then rises

continuously reaching 2.o.3 times pDp at the outer edge of the

step. In the outer 20% of the step height the pressure dis-

tributions seems to be strongly influenced by the Mach number

and the relative step height, Refs.4,5.

Primary attention in the previous experiments has

been paid to the value of the first peak pressure in the

separated flow region and its dependence on Mlach number and
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Reynolds number. All the experimentations have found rising

peak pressure ratios pp/pl with rising initial Mach numbers

M). A Mach number range between 1.4 and 6 has been invest-

igated experimentally so far. The peak pressure ratio Pp/

scatters around a mean value by about + 10%. In Ref.8, the

mean valid6,has been approximated by

p -P1
SP- 3.2 (1)

YPIMi Y+(M 1 +l)

which represents the average value rather well particularly

at low supersonic Mach numbers and up to M1 =3.5. Beyond MI=5

there are only few data available (Ref.10). In order to re-

present the mean value also at high Mach numbers

p _P1
P 1 (2)

is suggested in Ref.13.

An aerodynamically based method to predict the first

peak presiure would be the pressure rise across an oblique

two-dimensional shock wave, analogous to the separation phe-

nomenon at rearward facing steps where the base pressure is

determined by the deviation of the outer flow in the expansion

fan at the corner. The peak pressure ratio then is given by

:2= ý2 (M2sin2e -1) (3)
P1 y+l I s

It has been observed that the separation angle, i.e.

the angle between the wall and the straight dividing stream-

lines from separation to reattachment very close to the outer

corner of the step, is roughly constant and scatters around

`330 Eq.(3) averages well the peak pressure ratio between
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Mi = 2 and 5. As mentioned before there are not enough data

available beyond M, = 5 in order to speak of a mean value.

The Reynolds number dependence of the peak pressure

has been examined particularly in Refs.2,8,9. It was found

that there was almost no dependence on Reynolds number in tur-

bulent flow when the initial Reynolds number is sufficiently

high. The data presented in Ref.2 show a small decrease of pp

with increasing Re. This however could be due to the still

transitional behavior of the tripped boundary layer.

The separation pressure p. has been determined by

different techniques such as pitot probes shadowgraphs and

cil flow pictures. (Refsol,2,10)o Only a few attempts were

made in locating the separation point. As an average of those

few measurements the separation pressure is suggested to be

approximated (Ref.13) by

Ps-pi pP

- - --p i . 7 3 p 4
P1 P1

The pressure integral over the separated flow region

ahead of the step has also been a subject of discussion in Ref.

13, There, many separated pressure profiles were examined and

a similarity was found in their normalized shape which permits

an integration in a general form. For the normalized separ-

ation induced side forte the following linear dependence on

Mach number was found

Fi = 2.1 M (5)

Pressure distributions on the step face itself are

only presented in Refs.l and h with a sufficient number of

points in order to speak of a pressure distribution.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME AND TEST CONDITIONS

The experimental programm presented here was carried

out in two different facilities : a supersonic blowdown tunnel

(M=3.5) and an ejector test bench. In the blowdown tunnel axi-

symmetric cone-cylinder step models and flat plate step models

were examined.

In the ejector facility, tests were carried out on steps behind

an axisymmetric nozzle, designed for parallel flow and on an

arrangement of nozzle and a diffuser with a sudden contraction

(cavity).

The experimental programmed consisted in a wall

pressure survey in the separated flow region ahead of the

steps at stagnation pressures between 8 kg/cm2 and 17 kg/cm2

in tunnel S4 and between 18 kg/cm2 and 30 kg/cm2 in the eject-

or test facility.

All the tests in tunnel S4 were carried out at step

heights of 5 and 7.5 mm in order to check repeatability and

the influence of the step height. The boundary layer thickness

was determined from schlieren photographs and was found to be

1°5 to 2 mm. The dependence of characteristic pressures on the

angle of incidence of the model has been the subject of a

series of experiments on both the two-dimensional and the axi-

symmetric models.

In the ejector facility the axial distance between

nozzle exit and step was varied in order to check the uniform-

ity of the flow and the dependence of the pressure data on the

boundary layer development length.
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3.1. Facilities

The supersonic blowdown tunnel S4 at VKI was used

in the first series of experiments. The wind tunnel was

designed for a Mach number of 3.5 in the test section of 100

mm height and 80 mm span. Calibration tests displayed a total

Mach number variation of 1 % in vertical direction and 0.5 %

in lateral direction at a stagnation pressure oT 8 kg/cm2 .

An ejector behind the tunnel allows a stagnation pressure

range between I kg/cm2 and 18 kg/cm2 . The tunnel is equipped

with a schlicren and a shadowgraph system.

The ejector test banch consisted of a settling

chamber of 40 mm diameter which was followed by a nozzle

designed for uniform flow (15 mm throat diameter, 45, 60,

75 mm exit diameter). The step in this facility was realized

by a sudden contraction, 90 0, of the diffuser section (75 mr

diameter) to a diameter of 62 mm. Thus the step height was

6°5 mm in all configurations. The boundary layer thickness

was estimated to be roughly 4 mm by comparing the flow condi-

tion to other similar arrangements, where the boundary layer

thickness was measured. The stagnation pressure in this

facility could be varied between 18 and 30 kg/em2g

3.2. Models

The two-dimnc models used in tunnel S4 were

flat plate step mo .h spanned the tunnel completely

and which were cut 75 % of the tunnel span in the

second series of tests (Fig.l). The geometry of the axi-

symmetric cone cylinder step models is also given in the

same figure. All the models were mounted on a sting and con-

nected to a mechanical system which was used to vary the

angle of incidence. The diameter of the pressure taps was
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0.8 mm on all the models. The spacing of the pressure taps was

2 mm in average on the two-dimensional and the axisymmetric

models. Step heights were, in both cases, 5 and 7.5 mm.

The thickness of the turbulent boundary layer was in both

cases about 1.5 to 2 mm according to the variation in stag-

nation pressure. All pressures were measured through a scanning

valve system by a 15 psi transducer. The output signal was re-

corded on "igraphispot" recorders.

In the ejector test bench the spacing of the pressure

taps (0.8 mm) was 2 mm. The pressure holes were located along

a meridian. On the step face (6.5 mm) there were 7 pressure

holes. The pressures were sensed over the same system of

scanning valves and recorders described above,
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1, Planar Models

The complete wall pressure distribution on the center-

line of the two planar models is shown in Figso2a,2b,3a,3b for

two step heights h = 5 and 7°5 mm and tunnel stagnation press-

ures between 8 and 17 kg/cm2 . In all figures the scale of the

step face coordinate is enlarged four times in order to show

more details. The variation of the peak pressure ratio with

stagnation pressure (unit Reynolds number) is shown in Fig. 4

together with the results of other models. The curves show

clearly a small decay of the peak pressure ratio with in-

creasing tunnel stagnation pressure. The variation of Reynolds

number at separation is roughly from 4.8o1 to 1o1108. The

peak pressure ratio seems to approach assymptotically a

constant value at still higher Reynolds number. The change

in the peak pressure ratio measured on planar models is about

10 % (models which spanned the tunnel) and 3 % (models with

free ends). Love (Refo8) has already observed a constant peak

pressure in a Reynolds number range between 106 and 107 at

Hach numbers between 1o5 and 2.5.

The peak pressures obtained at the highest Reynolds

number employed are shown in Figo5 together with the results

from other models and experimental values by other invest-

igators which came to the author's attention.

The step height had no influence on the peak pressure

ratio when the model spanned the tunnel, The peak pressure

ratios pp/pj are about 3 % lower for the lower step when they

were measured on the models spanning only 75 % of the tunnel

width. The peak pressure ratios obtcined on the models with

free ends are slightly (3-5 %) below those obtained on the

models which were sealed against the tunnel walls.
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The static to total pressure ratio before interact-

ion has also been recorded over the range of stagnation press-

ures employed (Fig.6). A mean value of p1/Pal z 0.011 has been

found and the corresponding initial Mach number M1 =3.62 has

been attributed to the peak pressure ratios in Fig.5.

The influence of flow inclination on the peak press-

ure ratio also was checked by varying the angle of incidence

of the model between -2 and +2 degrees, Fig.

The peak pressure dependence on the angle of attack can be

estimated to be

a; P -PI) 8 P p -P l .

p 1 a- 1 (6)

When a( P,- )/aM, is taken from Eqo(3) for a separation angle

Of 0 =130 and aM//1 I from isentropic flow tables at MI=3o62

then

p -p)

pi_ ' .052 deg-I

The measurements (Fig.7) confirm the value showing

that only the variation in Mach number influences the peak

pressure ratio.

14.20 Cone-Cylinder-Step Models

The wall pressure distributions on the axisymmetric

models at tunnel stagnation pressures between 8 and 17 kg!cm2

and for two step heights 5 and 7.5 mm are shown in Figs.9a-b,

the step face coordinate being enlarged four times. The vari-

ation of the peak pressure with tunnel stagnation pressure is



plotted in Fig.4 and the peak pressure ratio obtained at the

highest tested stagnation pressures are also shown in Fig.5.

Here a stronger variation of the peak pressure with

p 0 was observed. At the highest tested P0 the measured peak

pressure ratio is within a few percent the same as the one
obtained on the two-dimensional models at VKI and b: other
investigators. At the lowest tested P0 they are however by

about 30 % higher. The variation seems to indicate a still

transitional behaviour of the boundary layer.

There was no influence of the step height observed°
The initial pressure ratio pl/p0l also was recorded0 It rises

from -bout .009 at p1= 8 kg/cm2 to .010 at 15 kg/cm2 (Fig.6).

In the composite diagramme (Fig.5) the initial Mach number

M1=3.70 has been attributed to the peak pressure ratios ob-

tained at the highest p•

The Reynolds number at the interaction point was not

evaluated in this case since the boundary layer was undergoing

the change from conical to axisymmetric flow in the expansion

fan at the shoulder of the model, The boundary layer develop-

ment length down to the point of interaction was longer than

the one on the planar models. The peak pressurc ratio observed

at the highest p0 again corresponds well to the two-dimensional

results and to the values given by Eqs.(2) and (3).

The influence of the angle of attack has also been

checked on this configuration. The results are presented in

Fig.8o The peak pressure shows a much stronger dependence on

the angle of attack due to the three-dimensionality of the

flow than Eq.(6) would predict.
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[-3. Axisymmetric Internal Flow Models

The wall pressure distribution on those models was

measured at various positions of the step with respect to the

nozzle exit plane (Figs.10,ll,12) and in two cases the position

was kept constant (x/Dw2 0O) and the stagnation pressure was

varied (Figsol3,14). The initial Mach numbers were determined

by the static to total pressure ratios when the 75 mm nozzle

was used. It was found to be 4.83 for the step location at

x/D=2.0o In the ejector set-up the jet boundary Mach number

was first determined by the base pressure to total pressure

ratio and then the shroud wall Mach number was determined by

the two-dimensional oblique shock relation for the measured

pressure rise. The initial Mach numbers M, were thus determin-

ed to be 4o0 (45 mm nozzle) and 4,15 (60 mm nozzle).

The diffuser wall pressure behind the 75 mm nozzle

showed a small pressure drop. A gradient of a(p/p 0 )ia(x/D) =
o65o10 3 can be estimated from the pressure readings. The other

nozzles produced a remarkably constant diffuser wall pressure

confirming that the flow in the nozzle exit is uniform.

Practically no dependence of the peak pressure on

unit Reynolds number was observed (Figs@1 3 , 1 4)o The axial

location of the step also had only a small and random influ-

ence on the pressure distribution in the separated flow

region0

The peak pressure ratio as a function of initial

Mach number compares well with other data taken in the same

Mach number range and with Eqs.(2,3) (Figo5)o
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4o4. Flow Visnalizations

The flow around the models in tunnel S4 was examined

by the sc-lieren and the shadowgraph techniques (Figol8)o At
tunnel stagnation pressures of 12 and 13 kg/cm2 , the photo-

graphs show a similar flow pattern for all geometries :

- A slightly wavy shock wave at separation indicating un-

steady flow - a roughly straight line between the approx-

imate location of separation and a point slightly above the

outer corner of the step which indicates the upper mixing

region.

- A second shock wave near the reattachment at the outer corner

which intereferes with the expansion fan issuing from the

corner,

The ratio step height to boundary layer thickness

hi/ can be estimated from those photographs to be 3 to 4,

An oil flow technique has been used to visualise

the surface flow pattern on the models in tunnel S4 and in the

ejector facility. On the planar models which were sealed against

the tunnel wall, the following oil motion was observed during

the tests

- An irregular but symmetric separation line was formed as

shown in Fig.19.

- Two rather important vortices were situated close together

on the tunnel wall and on the model. surface.

- Several other vortices were located behind the separation

line as indicated in Fig.19.

- A very straight separation line was observed at about 20 %

of the step height indicating a small vortex which is

located in the corner. At this oil accumulation line small

irregularly distributed vortices were also observed.



The two-dimensional model with free ends : The oil

accumulation line at separation on this model showed smaller

disturbances than the one described before. Similar but small-

er vortices were observed behind the separation line. In total

the separation line looked more "two-dimensional" having less

disturbances and approaching more a straight line*

Cone-cylinder step models : Here the separation

line was rather straight over about 70% of the circumference.

Two rather large vortices were observed on either side of the

model and were spaced at 1800 (Figso2Oa-b)o A regular separ-

ation line on the step face (y/h - 20 %) with small vortices

on it has also been observed0 During the visualization test the

angle of incidence of the model was altered. The oil pattern

and the oil motion was only little influenced hereby. The

same oil flow pattern was obtained when the axial location

of the model in the test section was changed.

Axisymmetric internal flow models : Here essentially

the same phenomena have been observed. A regular separation

line on about 20 % of the step height, A rather regular separ-

ation line (compared to the abo7e-mentioned models) and small-

er vortices behind that separation line. The separation Os

angle here was smaller ( I0ooll degrees) when determined

from oil accumulation at separation and the step height 0

4o5o The Pressure Distribution and the Pressure

Integral Over the Step Face

One of the major objectives of the experiments pre-

sented here was to find a general rule for the step pressure

integral as afunction of the main parareters - relative step

height and Mach number 0 The measured pressure distribution in

the ejector facility is plotted versus the cross sectioned

area which is normalized by the -,hrnat area (Figol5)o
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All cases show a similar behaviour at different pressure

levels. The integration has been carried out graphically

and the resulting values are shown in Fig.17 under the di-

mensionless form

-D pdA (7)
ptAA J Pl AA

step

The pressure distribution obtained from the two-

dimensional and axisymmetric models in tunnel S-4 are present-

ed in Fig.lC. For the planar models a mean value can be defined

around which the measured data scatter by about + 5%. The

pressure variation is in general the same as observed by

Bogdonoff (Ref.l) and Sterret (Ref.4),

The integration

rD

pl h pill

has been carried out graphically and the result is also in-

dicated in Fig.l7.

In the same figure finally the step pressure integrals

from measurements by Bogdonoff (Refol) and Sterret (Refo4) are

included. Heyser et alo (Refl 1 4) measured the force acting on

the step with a strain gauge balance, All the data indicate a

linear variation of the step pressure integral in the Mach num-

ber range between 2 and 6 having the approximate form

2- A t-1.1 M,J P1

Step pressure data obtained from another

test programme carried out independently at VKI at

M, =2 on planar models which completely spanned the wind
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tunnel with a boundary layer trip near the leading edge are

included in Figs. 5, 16 and 17. The step pressure distrib-

ution has the expected level and the step pressure integral

agrees with Eq.(9).

4.6. Discussion

The variation of the peak pressure ratio, induced

side force and induced drag clearly shows a linear variation

with Mach number. A 10 % scatter of the experimental results

about the mean values has been found to be typical. Test

results obtained at VKI were repeatable. An eventual influ-

ence of the unsteadiness of the flow, therefore, can be

eliminated as a possible reason for the scatter of the

results.

Other parameters must be considered to explain the

scatter of all the experimental data; e.g., three-dimensional

effects in two-dimensional and axisymmetric flows. A real two-

dimensional situation has not been achieved in all the experi-

ments conducted so far. Side fences as well as free ends on

two-dimensional models have displayed three-dimensional

effects* Also axisymmetric internal and external flow models

have irregularly distributed vortices behind the also irregular

separation line. Those flow irregularities which seem to be

independent of the model geometry and strongly connected to

the separation process itself already could be the reason for

a non-uniform lateral pressure distribution and lateral flows,

They would explain a certain scatter of the measured pressures*

Experiments on highly three-dimensional models have shown that

lateral flows affect the pressure distribution on the axis of

symmetry only to a certain degree but never dominate the Mach

number dependence of the pressure distribution,
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Other soarces of errors in correlating peak pressure

and induced forces with Mach number are the uncertainties in

the tunnel Mach number and the relative flow inclination. The

tunnel free stream Mach number changes over larger stagnation

pressure ranges due to the change in nozzle boundary layer

displacement thickness and the resulting effective nozzle

contour. In two-dimensional flows the effect of flow ir lin-

ation can be related to a corresponding Mach number vE .ation.

On axisymmetric models the cross flow caused a bigger effect

of the angle of attack in the pressure variation.

Reynolds number effects on the characteristic

pressure were found to be present at higher values of Reynolds

number than previously reported. However, different conditions

in vind tunnels and on the tested models can produce the slight

Reynolds number influence which was found in some parts of the

present research0 Tripped boundary layers, finally, are known

to introduce additional effects into the flow and cannot be

compared directly to boundary layer which have undergone a

"~natural" transition.

Previous invcstigations as well as the present one

have shown that the relative step height has no influence on

the characteristics pressures in the separated flow region if

h/d is larger than one and below a certain limit which depends

on Mach number. Three regimes of relative step height can be

roughly separated so far. When the step height is smaller than

the boundary layer thickness the pressure level of the charac-

teristic pressures depends strongly on the step height as

Bogdonoff (Ref.l) has shown0 A similarity in the pressure dis-

tribution exists in the second regime when h/6 lies between

one and the upper limit. Here the pressure level is linearly

related to the Mach number. For larger step heights the pressure

on the outer portion of the step, particularly at hypersonic
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Mach numbers, is gtrongly influenced by the step height and

the Mach number (Refs°4-5).

The linear variation of characteristic pressures

and forces with Mach number for the seconlý step height regime

and for Mach numbers between 2 and 6 has been confirmed by

many investigators. A suitable physical model describing the

experimental results is still locking. The oblique shock

relations which could be used to determine the pressure level

in the separated flow region imply the separation angle as a

parameter. The separation angle .ias been found to be approx-

imately 130 and roughly constant. There are, however, indi-

cations that the separation angle decreases with higher Mach

numbers (oil flow pictures in the internal flow facility

indicated 6s=110 at M=4.8). A decreasing separation angle

would explain the linear variation of the pressure with Mach

number together with the quadratic oblique shock relations.

Difficulties in determining experimentally the

separation point and the correct inclination of the shear

layer are still the main problem to a correct answer to

this type of separated flow.
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5. CONICLUSIONS

The results of the present experimental program in

conjunction with the work of previous investigators lead to

the following conclusions

i there is no essential difference in the pressure

distribution in the separated flow region ahead of

steps in axisymmetric internal and external flow

and on two-dimensional and three-dimensional con-

figurations.

ii A similarity exists in the pressure distribution

throughout the whole separated flow region for

turbulent flow and within a certain limit of the

relative step heights.

iii Above a certain Reynolds number and for step height

ratios h/S>l at Mach numbers between 2 and 6, the

peak pressure ratio p/Pp, the induced side force

and the step pressure integral were found empiric-

ally to be linear functions of the Mach number 0

iv A step-type contraction in supersonic diffusers of

ejectors (second throat) can be used in order to

improve pressure recovery. The law for the step

pressure integral allows one to predict the

pressure recovery.
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